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All titles are shelved alphabetically by the author’s last name in the Easy section unless otherwise noted. 
 
Barnett, Mac.  The Magic Word.  (Easy Barnett) 

Paxton discovers that by saying the word "alakazoomba," he can magically get whatever he 
pleases. 

 
Becker, Shelly.  Even Superheroes Have Bad Days.  (Easy Becker) 
 A group of superheroes are having a bad day and learn to cope with their emotions. 
 
Boelts, Maribeth.  A Bike Like Sergio’s.  (Easy Boelts) 

When Ruben sees a dollar bill fall out of someone's purse, he picks it up and puts it in his pocket. 
But when he gets home, he discovers it's not one dollar --it's a hundred-dollar bill, more than 
enough for a new bike just like Sergio's! But what about the woman who lost her money? 

 
Bottner,  Barbara.  Priscilla Gorilla.  (Easy Bottner) 
 Priscilla is obsessed with gorillas. But when her ape-like behavior gets her sent to the Thinking 
 Corner, Priscilla wonders if she is really channeling her inner gorilla, or just being a troublemaker. 
 
Britt, Chris.  The Most Perfect Snowman.  (Easy Britt) 

Drift was a plain snowman who dreamed of wearing a scarf, mittens, and stylish hat, and having a 
pointy orange carrot nose. When a blizzard begins to blow, Drift gives up the things he loves to 
help others. 
 

Cole, Henry.  Eddie the Bully.  (Easy Cole) 
Eddie enjoys being mean and bullying his fellow students until a new girl arrives and shows him 
how good it can feel to be nice. 
 

Demas, Corinne.  Are Pirates Polite?  (Easy Demas) 
In rhyming text, this story demonstrates that even pirates can be polite, and say "please" and 
"thank you." 

 
Dewdney,  Anna.  Llama Llama and the Bully Goat.  (Easy Dewdney) 

Following their teacher's lead, Llama Llama speaks to Gilroy Goat and tells him he should not act 
like a bully on the playground. 
 

Dewdney,  Anna.  Llama Llama Time to Share.  (Easy Dewdney) 
Llama Llama doesn't want to share his toys with his new neighbors. But when fighting leads to 
broken toys and tears, Llama learns that it's better to share. 
 

DiPucchio, Kelly.  Dragon Was Terrible.  (Easy DiPucchio) 
When a dragon has a temper tantrum, no one can tame him, except for a little boy with a good 
book. 

 
Gallion, Sue.  Pug Meets Pig.  (Easy Gallion) 

Pug is happy at home until Pig arrives, when he must share his bowl, his yard, and even his bed, 
but just as Pug is packing his belongings to leave things change for the better. 

 
Gravett, Emily.  Bear and Hare Share.  (Easy Gravett) 
 Friends Bear & Hare learn that sharing is better than being selfish. 
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Henn, Sophy.  Edie is Ever So Helpful. (Easy Henn) 
 Edie is a well-intentioned force of nature who loves to help those around her, but in doing so she 
 leaves a trail of damage wherever she goes. 
 
Katz, Karen.  No Hitting!  (Easy Katz) 

Children learn alternative actions to hitting when they are mad as they say NO to hitting and YES 
to fun! 
 

LaReau, Kara.  No Slurping, No Burping: a tale of table manners.  (Easy LaReau) 
Evie and Simon always mind their manners, but their father has a lot to learn before a surprise 
dinner guest arrives. 

 
Litwin, Eric.  Ice Cream and Dinosaurs.  (Easy Litwin) 

Groovy Joe is a fun-loving dog with a tub full of ice cream--which he shares with his unexpected 
dinosaur guests. 
 

O’Reilly, Bill.  Give Please a Chance.  (Easy O’Reilly) 
In this illustrated book written by bestselling authors Bill O'Reilly and James Patterson, a 
collection of artists each contribute a piece of art demonstrating why the word 'please' makes all 
the difference in the world. 
 

Senning, Cindy Post.  Emily’s Sharing and Caring Book. 
  (Juvenile Nonfiction  395.122 Se58e) 
 A picture book for toddlers about the importance of sharing and caring. 
 
Van Lieshout, Maria.  No More Tantrums. (Easy Van Lieshout) 
 Babies have tantrums, and do not like being told NO, but part of growing up is learning to ask 
 nicely, and accept restrictions--that is what big kids do. 
 
Watkins, Rowboat.  Rude Cakes.  (Easy Watkins) 
 A story about a rude cake who never says please or thank you or listens to its parents, and a 
 Giant Cyclops who is polite. 
 
Webster, Kyle.  Please Say Please!  (Easy Webster) 
 In rhyming text, a little girl learns the importance of saying please when she asks for anything. 
 
Wells, Rosemary.  Say Hello, Sophie.  (Easy Wells) 
 Sophie's parents tell her to say 'Hello,' 'Thank-you,' and 'Goodbye,' but the words stick like glue in 
 Sophie's mouth and won't come out. 
 
Willems, Mo.  The Cookie Fiasco.  (Easy Reader Willems) 

There are only three cookies and four hungry friends to share them with. This is not good. This is 
not equal! 

 
Yolen, Jane.  How Do Dinosaurs Stay Friends?  (Easy Yolen) 

A young dinosaur shows how to stay friends even after having a terrible fight with his very  
best friend. 
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